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Yin Xinlian weighed the pros and cons and said viciously, “Yun Chujiu, I’m not going to argue with you. 

Let’s wait and see.” “Wait and see? I’m not afraid of you even if you run away! I advise you to stop 

scheming. Fight with me? Even if you have four heads, you can’t beat me!” Yin Xinlian knew that her 

words could not beat Yun Chujiu’s, so she gritted her teeth and left angrily. Yun chujiu muttered, “Aiya, 

these people really don’t know how to enjoy themselves. There are so many delicious dishes, but they 

are all gone. It’s really convenient for me.” While this fellow was happily eating and drinking here, on 

the other side, the palace mistress and manager Luo were talking. “Have you investigated everything? It 

seems that I have been too indulgent with them all these years!”The palace mistress placed the Teacup 

in her hand heavily on the coffee table. “Madam, the wound on Liu Ye’s face was indeed caused by the 

ninth miss using a knife. However, what Liu Ye said earlier was very excessive. Furthermore, some of the 

negative words regarding the ninth miss were spread by Dian Cui.” Manager Luo could not help but 

curse in his heart. Madam, wasn’t the reason for all of this all because you had arranged such a lousy 

courtyard for the ninth miss? Otherwise, how would the people under them dare to watch others cook? 

“Dian Cui?”The husband of the palace master frowned deeply. “She knows about the relationship 

between the little rascal and Bei Ming. Why would she do that?” Manager Luo hesitated for a moment, 

but still said, “Madam, maybe Dian Cui is getting older, so her thoughts are getting bigger.” The wife of 

the palace master immediately understood manager Luo’s meaning, she couldn’t help but sneer. “Truly 

a snake swallowing an elephant when its heart is not enough. The treatment she enjoys here can be 

compared to that of a young lady from a big family. How could she still Miss Bei Ming? “It’s fine if it’s 

just a young lady who is in love, but she actually wants to use some small tricks to force the little rascal 

out. I’m raising an ungrateful wolf!” “Madam, then how do you plan to deal with Liu Ye and Dian 

Cui?”Manager Luo asked. “Just deal with Liu Ye directly. This kind of person who is a traitor and a fool 

who is instigated by others will be a disaster sooner or later. As for Dian Cui, leave her for now. It’s not 

bad to give the little rascal something to do. Also, let’s see if she can get involved in other matters.”The 

palace master’s wife said after taking a sip of tea. Manager Luo nodded. She felt that the palace mistress 

might not hate the ninth miss as much as she said. Otherwise, with the palace mistress’ruthless way of 

handling things, she would have long taught the little girl a lesson, perhaps the palace mistress felt that 

it was very happy to fight with the ninth miss? To be more precise, it was very happy to be attacked by 

the ninth miss? Manager Luo was shocked by her strange thoughts. Emma, could it be that the palace 

mistress likes to be abused? She must be thinking too much! Yin Xinlian walked towards the courtyard 

with a heavy face. On the way, she met a pretty maid. “Greetings, Miss Yin.” “Oh, it’s Miss Dian Cui. 

Coincidentally, I brought some trinkets with me this time. If you have time, come to my place and help 

me distribute the things to everyone. It’s not worth much. It’s just a token of my appreciation.”Yin 

Xinlian smiled, dian Cui was one of the four personal handmaidens of the palace master’s wife. She was 

quite liked by the palace master’s wife, so it was very necessary to have a good relationship with her. 

Dian Cui’s heart moved. Although it was not very good to go to Miss Yin’s courtyard at this time, in order 

to get rid of that Yun Chujiu, she had to take risks! Hence, she nodded. “Miss Yin is really courteous. 

Every time you come, you will give us servants things. I’ve made you spend so much money.” Yin Xinlian 

said a few polite words and brought Dian Cui back to her courtyard. 



 


